nationalist, ethnic partitions. For supra-nationalist mapping only slightly disrupts such partitions. Not only does it not dispute the nation-state -an irony that Antrim herself observes -but this mapping reinforces Orientalist notions of national particularism, racial identities, and an East-West dichotomy.
Throughout her pleasingly-written book, Antrim displays a creative, inquisitive, and eclectic mind that will content scholars and non-scholars alike. For its illustrations alone, Mapping the Middle East earns its place on library bookshelves. This certainly was the intent of the publisher, who has helped produce a narrative that will be agreeable to a non-academic audience, and that is at times almost pedagogical without, however, compromising its intellectual integrity. Moreover, this work is a visual feast, containing eighty-two gorgeous illustrations, mostly maps (evidently), as well as posters, stamps, art works, and other material artefacts. Antrim has thus produced an impressive work, both in its historical scope and in its expansive use of primary sources -well-known, which Antrim refreshingly revisits (charts, Reis, Idrisi), as well as less renowned ones.
While this book is too expensive for undergraduate students, it provides instructors in varied disciplines (European and Southwest Asian history and geography; literary criticism; Islamic, Arab, and Ottoman studies) with a solid reference work, as well as teaching tools (illustrations and selections). Mapping in the Middle East also (explicitly and) effectively offers a needed alternative narrative to the Eurocentric narcissism, and implicit universalism, of many cartography studies, as well as to Eurocentric articulations of politics and culture, power and representation, and space and identity. After long neglect, the study of piracy has emerged as a growth industry for historians. The curious (and almost exclusively Anglophone) prominence of piracy in modern popular culture may explain the neglect; after all, how "serious" could a historian be who focused on the low dealings of the swashbuckling scallywags in the Caribbean or the brutal kidnappers and slave-traders of the Barbary coast? Defoe's General History of the Pirates (1724) had memorably shown them, in semi-fictionalized form, as the scurrilous thugs they in fact were; Byron's The Corsair (1814) portrayed them as self-obsessed Romantic anti-heroes; and, most memorably of all, Stevenson's Treasure Island (1883) made them into vehicles for boyish tales of adventure and excitement. Pirates, in other words, were stock villains around whom to weave thrilling tales. Useful characters in novels, plays, operas, and colourful figures in dramatic paintings, but hardly suitable topics for scholars. Besides, it was widely assumed that the documentation needed for serious analysis did not exist, since the majority -even the overwhelming majority -of pirates were at best only semi-literate. Let the imaginative writers have pirates for their own. Academic historians concerned with "how things really were" were better off looking at other, less ignoble, topics.
Two factors changed neglect into fascination. First, a generation of medievalists specializing in the Mediterranean rediscovered piracy as a structural element of inter-religious contact, a mode of exchange that had its own rules and norms that were essentially codified in the Catalan Consolat del Mar of the fourteenth century. Piracy, it turned out, was not irruptive crime by sea-going ne'er-do-wells but a systemic ancillary to trade and statecraft, and one that left behind a surprisingly comprehensive paper trail.
The second factor in rescuing piracy from neglect was a single individual: Marcus Rediker of the University of Pittsburgh. His celebrated first book, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchants Seamen, Pirates, and the Anglo-American Maritime World, 1700-1750 (1987) , not only opened scholars' eyes to the sheer abundance of documentary evidence regarding Atlantic piracy but offered a sophisticated Marxist-tinged analytical model for interpreting it. The book's success inspired a large number of critical responses that placed pirates firmly on the map of historians' activity. His subsequent books developed his Marxist model and documented the clear connection between Atlantic piracy and the slave-trade. After this, pirates were not rascally adventurers but essential parts of the system of persecution.
Joshua White's Piracy and Law in the Ottoman Mediterranean is a strong step in furthering the dialogue about piracy's place in Western history. His work extends the researches of scholars like Catherine Wendy Bracewell (The Uskoks of Senj: Piracy, Banditry, and Holy War in the 16 th -century Adriatic, 1992) and Molly Greene (Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants: A Maritime History of the Mediterranean, 2010). White argues that Mediterranean pirates in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, whether Ottoman subjects or not, formed what one might call a "legal community" -that is, individuals from different states, religions, and ethnicities who worked within a self-fashioned single system of norms. Laws regarding the acceptable targets of pirate attack, the treatment of captives, the distribution of booty, and the types of restitution available to victims knitted Mediterranean pirates into a vocational community. In six dense chapters he does some heavy lifting. The opening chapter examines what he calls the pirate "life cycle," the relationship between pirates and corsairs, networks of activity, and the Ottomans' struggle to meet the demands of providing justice for its subjects with a de-centralized administrative structure. The second chapter sharpens the focus to consider the role of Ottoman judges (qadis) in the ransoming of pirate-seized captives held on the island of Malta and, to a lesser extent, in the Tuscan coastal town of Livorno. The appearance of issues regarding piracy in the empire's negotiated treaties (ahdname) of the period come next, especially in agreements with Venice. White shows how the antipiracy articles included in these treaties changed as the political/religious matrix changed with the increased appearance of British, French, and Dutch ships in the Mediterranean. Chapter four examines the pirates of the Barbary Coast and how the great success of figures like the Barbarossa brothers and Murat Rais led to their being de facto political leaders over the North African coast, with the result that the Tunisian and Algerian states worked loose of direct Ottoman control and became semi-independent. White's final two chapters turn to legal matters and examine piracy's place in Islamic jurisprudence and the practice of that law in the courts.
The book is well-researched and structured, and White deserves credit for bringing such a large body of fresh material to light. As one would expect of a dissertation-turned-first-book, it is up-to-date with current studies and debates. The impression left by it, though, is that Mediterranean piracy was conceptually little changed from the medieval period, when the legal community was shaped by the Consolat del Mar rather than by Islamic fiqh. Mediterranean piracy had its own particular structure and norms of behaviour. The names changed from Latin Christian ones in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries to Turkish and Arabic ones from the fifteenth century on, but the systems of adaptation to piracy and corsairing seem to have been remarkably consistent.
White's book is a model of exacting research and judicious analysis, and we look forward to many years of productivity from him. More than half a century after the first wave of African independence movements, historians of Africa have begun to return to the era of independence.
Clifford R. Backman, Boston University

